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Ohio Students Revive Prophet's Message

men and women equally.
“It’s important to understand the
criteria of what does it mean to be a
woman and what does it mean to be
a man and how should we be treat-
ing one another,” Mogahed said.
Kareem Hakim, Michigan’s MSA
vice president and co-organizer of
the event said: “I hosted a couple of
friends for the Ohio (State)-
Michigan game from (Ohio) and
while I wasn’t happy (about) their
fanhood, I was happy to have them,
so I think religion has been a unify-
ing factor.”

Looking for an opportunity to re-
enforce their faiths, people who
have recently reverted to Islam
deemed the conference as a chance
to strengthen their faith.
“I just moved to the Midwest from
California, and I have watched lec-
tures about Yasmin Mogahed and
Siraj Wahhaj in the past, and when
I found out they were actually here,
I couldn’t pass up the opportunity
to come,” said Adrienne Wilson, a
Michigan health and behavior and
health education graduate student.
“I am very interested in increasing
my application in what have I
learned,” Wilson said.

the Lantern reported on Monday,
January 21.
"And therefore, we have to study
his example, and what more impor-
tant way to study him than through
his last advice,”
The event was funded by Muslim
donations as the single-day ticket of
the conference cost $15.
“There was a committee made that
would just focus on the budget,
advertising and raising money,"
Alwattar said. "We were able to
raise $8,500 for this event in dona-
tions that really made this event
possible,” he added.

The United States is home to a
Muslim minority of between six to
eight million.
A recent survey found that Ameri-
can Muslims are the most moderate
around the world.
It also showed that US Muslims
generally express strong commit-
ment to their faith and tend not to
see an inherent conflict between
being devout and living in a modern
society.

Gender Equality

Underscoring gender equality on
Islam, Mogahed has highlighted
Islamic teachings towards treating

OHIO – Ohio Muslim families and
students have come together in a
special religious weekend, reviving
lessons of Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) and charging
their batteries for the new year.
“We decided we wanted to work
with other Muslim students' Associ-
ations (MSAs) in the area in order
to build some networks and collab-
orations and make these events
bigger and beneficial for a wide
variety of people,” Abdulrahman
Alwattar, MSA President, a third-
year in public affairs, told the Lan-
tern on Monday, January 21-1-
2014. Held over the weekend, the
conference titled “In the Words the
Prophet: The Last Sermon" aimed
at reviving the Prophet's (pbuh)
message of unity and equality.
Guest speakers included Siraj Wah-
haj, imam of the Masjid At-Taqwa
in New York City, Mohamed Abu-
taleb, a teacher at the Oak Tree
Institute of Islamic education and
Yasmin Mogahed, a keynote Mus-
lim speaker and author.
“The Prophet Muhammad was sent
as the most beautiful example, and
he is also described as a mercy to
all of mankind," said Yasmin
Mogahed, as self-help author and a
keynote speaker at the conference,
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The Special Tribunal
for Lebanon sets
judicial standards

In Lebanon, murder has been adopted
as a means to govern and wield power
in public life. The country has the
highest percentage of political assassi-
nations in the world, taking into con-
sideration its size and short history.
Ever since Lebanon’s creation, an
enforced harmony was established,
with murderers who spread their cul-
ture of death taking the lead. These
killers eliminated their victims in any
way they could, either using explo-
sions, assassinations or permanent
abduction. A formula granting murder-
ers a post in public and political life
was fixed. Meanwhile, all the victim
had to do was die and fade away
silently. If some survived for some rea-
son, all they had to do was accept the
fact and thank God they were alive.
All this was adopted under a formula
that asserted that murdering rivals was
the peak of patriotism.
However, the core of this formula was
shaken a few days ago by the spectacu-
lar realism the Lebanese and the rest of
the world demonstrated through the
workings of the Special Tribunal for
Lebanon (STL), which began its trials
for the murder of former Prime Minis-
ter Rafik Hariri.
The prosecution presented a live audio
and visual representation of the events
that led up to the crime that took place
on February 14, 2005, and presented
evidence that five Hezbollah members
were involved in monitoring Hariri and
preparing the explosion that killed
him. We watched the movements of
the accused for months before the
crime and saw authenticated data of
their communications.
The show that the STL prosecutors put
on resembled the work of investigative
journalists. But isn’t investigation a
practice of both journalists and judici-
aries?
And just like journalism can deviate
from its role, the judiciary can too,
tampering with its major task of
achieving justice. This is what hap-
pened in all previous assassination
cases that hit Lebanon-the judiciary
was incapable of fulfilling its role and
its hands were tied.
But this STL is the first time a serious
and efficient judicial route has been
taken for a crime described as terror-
ism. The Lebanese and the Arabs have
not experienced trials that are this effi-
cient until now. To be more accurate,
the public’s interest has never been
held by any trial before because the
idea of justice, in its procedural and
judicial meaning, and not in its spiri-
tual meaning, has not been that com-
mon in our states.
The STL now breaks with all this.
Calmly yet forcefully, based on the
data, someone has narrated our story in
this country for us-or, rather, docu-
mented our story as part of the wider
region. When I looked into the history
of the tribunal, I realized why it had
been the target of massive political and
media campaigns over the course of
the last nine years. Of course, these
campaigns have now resumed, with
some returning to the rhetoric of
“resistance” that keeps repeating that
the tribunal is politicized and hasn’t
presented anything new. Accusations
that the trial was boring also recently
emerged.
The course of justice may be long, and
even boring, but this is the nature of
justice. Unlike murder and violence,
speed and excitement are not features
of justice.
The Lebanese people’s story concern-
ing this tribunal has not ended yet. It
will certainly see more chapters
unfold. Everything that has happened
in Lebanon during the past nine years
is directly or indirectly linked to the
STL. The tribunal may not bring secur-
ity quickly to Lebanon, but it’s cer-
tainly a real introduction to the concept
of accountability.

Diana Moukalled: Diana Moukalled is a
prominent and well-respected TV journalist in
the Arab world thanks to her phenomenal show
Bil Ayn Al-Mojarada (By The Naked Eye), a
series of documentaries on controversial areas
and topics which airs on Lebanon's leading
local and satelite channel, Future Television.
Diana also is a veteran war correspondent, hav-
ing covered both the wars in Iraq and in
Afghanistan, as well as the Isreali "Grapes of
Wrath" massacre in southern Lebanon. Ms.
Moukalled has gained world wide recognition
and was named one of the most influential
women in a special feature that ran in Time
Magazine in 2004.Asharq Al Awsat
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Yemen marks end
of thorny national

dialogue
Sanaa - Yemen's feuding factions
wrapped up months of national dia-
logue Saturday 25 January 2014
aimed at drafting a new constitution
and establishing a federal state in a
country where southerners are cla-
mouring for independence.
Secessionists boycotted the talks
launched in March 2013 as part of a
U.N.-backed transition that saw
president Ali Abdullah Saleh step
down after 33 years in power fol-
lowing massive Arab Spring-
inspired protests in the region's
poorest country.
Saleh's successor President Mansur
Hadi Abdrabuh pledged at a cere-
mony on Saturday to form commis-
sions to draft the new constitution
and thrash out the details of the
promised new federation.
"All (sides) have made painful con-
cessions," Hadi said of the dialogue
which had been due to last six
months but was extended for a fur-
ther four in the face of bitter disa-
greements over the key issues.
"This is a historic day," said U.N.
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon in a
recorded video message played dur-
ing the ceremony.
His envoy to Yemen, Jamal Beno-
mar, who has been overseeing the
implementation of the peace deal,
hailed the outcome of the dialogue
as a "clear roadmap".
"The dialogue was not a picnic, and
faced tough challenges," said Beno-
mar, adding that the Yemeni people
"should be proud of this achieve-
ment." Southerners have been
strongly opposed to proposals for a
federation of six units -- four in the
north and two in the south -- instead
of one each for the formerly inde-
pendent north and south, fearing that
their influence would be diluted.
"We will work as soon as possible to
form a regions committee and
another to draft a constitution," Hadi
said at the ceremony attended by
representatives of the United
Nations, the Arab League and Gulf
states. "We still have a long way to
go to implement the document," said
the president, who is himself origi-
nally from the south.
Benomar urged southerners to "react
positively" to the outcome of the
dialogue, taking into consideration
the proposed "solutions to the south
issue that all have signed." 
Participants in the national dialogue
agreed that Hadi's term of office
should continue until a new presi-
dent is elected, a process that could
take years as the new constitution
and electoral law are thrashed out.
Southern parts of Yemen formed an
independent state from the end of
British colonial rule in 1967 until
union with the north in 1990.
A secession attempt four years later
sparked a brief but bloody civil war
that ended with northern forces tak-
ing over the south.
Southern separatists boycotted the
dialogue, amid frequent clashes with
security forces. Zaidi Shiite rebels in
the far north of the country have
also fought an on-off war with both
the central government and hardline
Sunni Islamists since 2004.
Al-Qaeda militants also continue to
pose a major threat to Yemen's
security despite repeated govern-
ment military campaigns against
jihadists.
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula,
formed in Yemen in 2009 through a
merger between Saudi and Yemeni
branches, is considered by Washing-
ton as the most dangerous al-Qaeda
affiliate.
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One selfie from 
Lebanon sparks

anti-violence protest
on social media

By Sara Hussein – BEIRUT - It started with a
"selfie": a self-portrait picture of 16-year-old
Mohammad al-Chaar, who was killed in a Bei-
rut car bomb, has sparked a mini political
protest by Lebanese citizens.
In dozens of pictures posted on Facebook and
Twitter, young Lebanese hold up signs with a
personal message and the hashtag notamartyr,
protesting the cycle of political violence in
their country. The "Not A Martyr" campaign
sprung up after Chaar was killed in a Decem-
ber 27 car bombing that targeted moderate
Lebanese politician Mohammad Chatah.
Moments before the explosion in downtown
Beirut, the teenager had posed for a selfie with
his friends. A day later, he died of his injuries
in hospital. Angered and appalled by his death,
a group of young Lebanese started a protest
page on Facebook. "We can no longer normal-
ise the persistent violence. We can no longer
desensitise ourselves to the constant horror of
life in Lebanon," the page reads.
"We are victims, not martyrs," adds the page,
rejecting the notion that innocent bystanders
be labelled in the same way as those who
chose to die for a political or religious cause.
"But we are not hopeless, and we have dreams
for our country... Tell us what you want for
your country. Tell us what you want to live
for." More than 7,000 people have "liked" the
page, and hundreds have posted their own
selfies. "I want to live for my son, not die for
my country," reads one message with a photo
of a woman kissing her young son on the
beach. "As a future doctor, I hope that none of
my patients are victims of war, bombings, pol-
itics or religion," reads a hand-scrawled mes-
sage. Dyala Badran, a 25-year-old Beirut resi-
dent, was among the first to respond to the
campaign, posting a selfie on her Twitter
account on December 30.
She looks into the camera, clutching a small
sheet of white paper with the message "I want
to bring the murderers to justice" written in
black, and the word justice underlined.
"I posted probably one of the more dramatic
ones," she said, adding that she felt "a lot of
anger" building in her since Chaar's death.
"I was very angry that he was being labelled a
martyr, because in my eyes, he wasn't, he was
a victim of murder," she said. Her message
was also intended to challenge what she calls a
culture of "normalisation" in Lebanon, where
a population that weathered a 15-year civil
war and numerous car bombs and attacks has
learned to go about life after each new inci-
dent. "We just get on with our lives. That's
supposed to be resilience, but it's not, its nor-
malising all this really dangerous violence,"
Badran said. "Why are we letting these mur-
derers go about their lives without trying
them?"

Another participant, Carina Aoun, left Leba-
non two years ago for Dubai, and posted a
message expressing the frustration of many
Lebanese who end up abroad.
"I want to stop looking for a new place to call
'home,'" her message reads. "It's that feeling of
leaving because something might happen in
Lebanon... it's unstable," she said from the
Gulf emirate, where she works in advertising.
"You'd love to go back, but you have to think
about your life and what you hope to achieve."
Aoun also objected to those terming Chaar a
"martyr," and said his death hit home for many
young Lebanese who imagined themselves in
his place. "The youth in Lebanon feel with
him because it could have been any of us."
While the campaign has attracted support and
attention, it comes at a time when Lebanon is
deeply divided. The bomb that killed Chaar
was the latest in a string of attacks, many
thought to be linked to the conflict in neigh-
bouring Syria. Many Lebanese feel trapped by
their country's political violence but others are
directly involved in the long-running fighting
in the northern city of Tripoli, or even heading
across the border to battle for or against the
Syrian regime.

Badran acknowledged the campaign's prospect
for short-term change are slim, but said she
was heartened by it nonetheless.
"If we keep talking about these issues, then
maybe we'll remember to work on them," she
said. "I think it's very important to just talk
about these things, to not just move on as we
usually do." Aoun also sounded a positive
note. "It takes a long time for change to come
about it, but the start is what matters and I
think this is an excellent start."
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CNN 

By Ian Black, Middle East editor
The Guardian, Tuesday 21 January
2014

Syrian government officials could
face war crimes charges in the light
of a huge cache of evidence smug-
gled out of the country showing the
"systematic killing" of about 11,000
detainees, according to three emi-
nent international lawyers.
The three, former prosecutors at the
criminal tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and Sierra Leone,
examined thousands of Syrian gov-
ernment photographs and files
recording deaths in the custody of
regime security forces from March
2011 to last August.
Most of the victims were young
men and many corpses were emaci-
ated, bloodstained and bore signs of
torture. Some had no eyes; others
showed signs of strangulation or
electrocution.
The UN and independent human
rights groups have documented
abuses by both Bashar al-Assad's
government and rebels, but experts
say this evidence is more detailed
and on a far larger scale than any-
thing else that has yet emerged
from the 34-month crisis.
The three lawyers interviewed the
source, a military policeman who
worked secretly with a Syrian
opposition group and later defected
and fled the country. In three ses-
sions in the last 10 days they found
him credible and truthful and his
account "most compelling".
hey put all evidence under rigorous
scrutiny, says their report, which
has been obtained by the Guardian
and CNN.

The authors are:
-- Sir Desmond de Silva QC, for-
mer chief prosecutor of the special
court for Sierra Leone

-- Sir Geoffrey Nice QC, the former
lead prosecutor of former Yugosla-
vian president Slobodan Milosevic,
and
-- Professor David Crane, who
indicted President Charles Taylor
of Liberia at the Sierra Leone court.
The defector, who for security rea-
sons is identified only as Caesar,
was a photographer with the Syrian
military police. He smuggled the
images out of the country on mem-
ory sticks to a contact in the Syrian
National Movement, which is sup-
ported by the Gulf state of Qatar.
Qatar, which has financed and
armed rebel groups, has called for
the overthrow of Assad and
demanded his prosecution.
The 31-page report, which was
commissioned by a leading firm of
London solicitors acting for Qatar,
is being made available to the UN,
governments and human rights
groups. Its publication appears
deliberately timed to coincide with
this week's UN-organized Geneva
II peace conference, which is
designed to negotiate a way out of
the Syrian crisis by creating a tran-
sitional government.
Caesar told the investigators his job
was "taking pictures of killed detai-
nees". He did not claim to have wit-
nessed executions or torture. But he
did describe a highly bureaucratic
system.
"The procedure was that when
detainees were killed at their places
of detention their bodies would be
taken to a military hospital to
which he would be sent with a doc-
tor and a member of the judiciary,
Caesar's function being to photo-
graph the corpses… There could be
as many as 50 bodies a day to pho-
tograph which require 15 to 30
minutes of work per corpse," the
report says.
"The reason for photographing exe-
cuted persons was twofold. First to

permit a death certificate to be pro-
duced without families requiring to
see the body, thereby avoiding the
authorities having to give a truthful
account of their deaths; second to
confirm that orders to execute indi-
viduals had been carried out."
Families were told that the cause of
death was either a "heart attack" or
"breathing problems", it added.
"The procedure for documentation
was that when a detainee was killed
each body was given a reference
number which related to that branch
of the security service responsible
for his detention and death.
"When the corpse was taken to the
military hospital it was given a fur-
ther number so as to document,
falsely, that death had occurred in
the hospital. Once the bodies were
photographed, they were taken for
burial in a rural area."
Three experienced forensic science
experts examined and authenticated
samples of 55,000 digital images,
comprising about 11,000 victims.
"Overall there was evidence that a
significant number of the deceased
were emaciated and a significant
minority had been bound and/or
beaten with rod-like objects," the
report says.

"In only a minority of
the cases … could a
convincing injury that
would account for
death be seen, but any
fatal injury to the back
of the body would not
be represented in the
images …
"The forensics team
make clear that there
are many ways in
which an individual
may be killed with
minimal or even absent
external evidence of the
mechanism."
The inquiry team said it

was satisfied there was "clear evi-
dence, capable of being believed by
a tribunal of fact in a court of law,
of systematic torture and killing of
detained persons by the agents of
the Syrian government. It would
support findings of crimes against
humanity and could also support
findings of war crimes against the
current Syrian regime."
De Silva told the Guardian the evi-
dence "documented industrial-scale
killing". He added: "This is a smok-
ing gun of a kind we didn't have
before. It makes a very strong case
indeed."
Calls for Assad or others to face jus-
tice at the international criminal
court in The Hague have foundered
on the problems that Syria is not a
member of the court, and that the
required referral by the UN Security
Council might not be supported by
the US and UK or would be blocked
by Russia, Syria's close ally.
Nice said: "It would not necessarily
be possible to track back with any
degree of certainty to the head of
state. Ultimately, in any war crimes
trial you can imagine a prosecutor
arguing that the overall quantity of
evidence meant that the pattern of
behavior would have been approved

at a high level.
"But whether you can go beyond
that and say it must be head of
state-approved is rather more diffi-
cult. But 'widespread and system-
atic' does betoken government con-
trol."
Crane said: "Now we have direct
evidence of what was happening to
people who had disappeared. This
is the first provable, direct evidence
of what has happened to at least
11,000 human beings who have
been tortured and executed and
apparently disposed of. "This is
amazing. This is the type of evi-
dence a prosecutor looks for and
hopes for. We have pictures, with
numbers that marry up with papers
with identical numbers – official
government documents. We have
the person who took those pictures.
That's beyond-reasonable-doubt-
type evidence."
A US administration official told
the Guardian on Monday: "We
stand with the rest of the world in
horror at these images which have
come to light. We condemn in the
strongest possible terms the actions
of the regime and call on it to
adhere to international obligations
with respect to the treatment of
prisoners. "We have long spoken
out about mistreatment and deterio-
rating prison conditions in Syria.
These latest reports, and the photo-
graphs that support them, demon-
strate just how far the regime is
willing to go to not only deny free-
dom and dignity to the Syrian peo-
ple, but to inflict significant emo-
tional and physical pain in the pro-
cess. To be sure, these reports sug-
gest widespread and apparently
systematic violations of interna-
tional humanitarian law. "The
regime has the ability to improve
the atmosphere for negotiations in
Geneva by making progress in sev-

eral areas. However, this latest
report of horrific and inhumane
prison conditions/actions further
underscores that if anything, it is
tarnishing the environment for the
talks.
"As we have for over two years,
and again today, we call on the Syr-
ian government to grant immediate
and unfettered access to all their
detention facilities by international
documentation bodies, including
the UN Commission of Inquiry on
Syria. "We have long said that
those responsible for atrocities in
Syria must be held accountable for
their gross violations of human
rights. The United States continues
to support efforts to promote
accountability and transitional jus-
tice, and we call on the interna-
tional community to do the same."
William Hague, the UK foreign
secretary, said: "This report offers
further evidence of the systematic
violence and brutality being visited
upon the people of Syria by the
Assad regime. We will continue to
press for action on all human rights
violations in Syria, and for
accountability for those who perpe-
trate them."
Nadim Houry of Human Rights
Watch said his organization had not
had the opportunity to authenticate
the images. But he added: "We
have documented repeatedly how
Syria's security services regularly
torture – sometimes to death –
detainees in their custody.
"These photos – if authentic – sug-
gest that we may have only
scratched the surface of the horrific
extent of torture in Syria's notori-
ous dungeons. There is only one
way to get to the bottom of this and
that is for the negotiating parties at
Geneva II to grant unhindered
access to Syria's detention facilities
to independent monitors."

digital images of 11,000 Assad torture victims
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They said About Prophet Muhammad
   Voltaire (1694-1778)

Dr. Ragheb El-Sergany -
François-Marie Arouet de
Voltaire (21-11-1694 – 30-
05-1778), better known by
his pen name, Voltaire,
was a French Enlighten-
ment writer, historian and
philosopher famous for his
wit and advocacy of civil
liberties, including the
freedoms of religion,
expression and trade as
well as the separation of
church and state. He was
educated by the Jesuits at
the College of Louis-le-
Grand. He was detained

twice (in 1717 and 1725) because of his satire of feudal conditions and
spent the greater part of his life outside France.
He fought feudalism, defended equality before law, asked for the imposi-
tion of a tax on possessions and also advocated the freedom of speech.
But he rejected the cancellation of personal ownership on the basis of the
fact that the community should necessarily be divided into rich and poor.
He went as far as to say that the most reasonable form of state is a consti-
tutional kingship ruled by an enlightened king. This was before he
inclined, towards the end of his life, to the opinion that a Republic is the
most suitable form of state.

In his historical works, he criticized the Biblical and Christian visions of
the development of society and rather drew outlines of the history of
humanity. The Philosophy of History, as he invented it, is based on the
progressive development of society independently from the will of Allâh.
But the historical change, according to him, is idealistically interpreted as
going back to the change of ideas.
His struggle against ecclesiastical priesthood and fictional religious pro-
fanities played an important role in his works, whose main aim was to rid-
icule Christianity and the Church which he considered the first enemy of
progress. But he did not accept atheism and, although he denied any pos-
sible embodiment of a God, he mentioned that the idea of a revengeful,
compelling God should be kept among the people, being one of the caste-
based limits of his vision. His writings include: Philosophical Letters
(1733); An Essay in Metaphysics (1734); Principles of Newton’s Philoso-
phy (1734); The World History (1769); Encyclopedia of Marxism; and
others

“At the end of the essay, Les Moeurs, Voltaire concluded his positive
description of Islam with the observation that Muhammad had been
'regarded as a great man even by those who knew that he was an impostor
and revered as a prophet by all the rest'.”[1]

[1] Karen Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, 37 (She
quotes Daniel, Islam and the West, p 290).



For more information about Islam go to: 

www.mercyprophet.com
www.rasoulallah.net
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Clothes designers use
calligraphy to ensure

Arabic isn’t written off

By Shounaz Meky

Clothes designers across the Middle
East are increasingly using Arabic cal-
ligraphy in their designs – which some
see as a way to keep their language and
culture in fashion.
Arabic letters inscribed on shirts,
scarves, handbags, necklaces and
bracelets are worn today by many, in a
practice linked with preserving local
culture. Nur Amer, a Palestinian resid-
ing in Dubai, told Al Arabiya News it
is “incredibly important” to wear
clothes that “maintain our culture.”
“It’s fun to reinforce our identities in
the things we wear,” Amer said. “I do
think that this part of our culture, this
beautiful artistic art, which was used to
design so many things in the past,
should [be] modernized and used in the
things we wear today.”

The right script
Lebanese designer Rima Karimeh
Suruta, owner of the Dubai-based
accessories shop “Ash,” sees rising
demand for fashion items emblazoned
with Arabic script.
“We started seeing that there is an
emerging trend with things that have
Arabic calligraphy,” she told Al Ara-
biya News. “Two years ago, it was the
Chinese calligraphy. Now it’s the Ara-
bic.” Suruta said calligraphy attracts
Arab and non-Arab shoppers, adding
that it is a way to introduce Arabic to
foreigners. “Many of our non-Arab
customers like to buy accessories with
Arabic calligraphy as souvenirs... they
also insist on understanding the letters
they are wearing.”
Amer, who is also thinking of opening
a shop to sell accessories decorated
with Arabic calligraphy, said she was
encouraged by demand for such items.
“It’s human nature to feel a part of
something and we seem to really love
sharing this Arab identity of calligra-
phy,” she said.
“Not only is Arabic calligraphy beauti-
ful, but in a day and age where either
you’re dressed in traditional things or
modern brands, it’s great to find some-
thing in between.”

Positive identity
Known for its beauty and complexity,
Arabic remains one of the world’s old-
est and most unique languages.
It is spoken by more than 300 million
inhabitants in Asia and Africa, cover-
ing a region stretching from the Ara-
bian Peninsula to North Africa.
Yet the written and spoken form of
Arabic travels beyond the Middle East
and North Africa. Arabic letters are
also used in languages such as Persian,
Urdu and Kurdish. But as the Arab
world opened up to immigration, some
say the influence of foreign cultures
has had an impact on the Arab identity
and language. This has inspired many
to design, sell and purchase fashion
products decorated with Arabic script,
considering it a tool to preserve the
language.

Modern Arabic
Taking designs incorporating Arabic to
a new level, Noon T-Shirt stores
located in Dubai and Jeddah have been
selling tops that display Arabic letters,
words and proverbs, but in a more
modern manner. Ahmad al-Sayed, a
shopkeeper of the store’s branch in
Dubai, said the creators of Noon T-
shirts aimed for designs that reflect
Arabic in a new way. “We want to
express our Arabic language to every-
one,” al-Sayed told Al Arabiya News.
Highlighting the foreign influence on
Arab culture, especially the Western
influence, al-Sayed emphasized the
need to reflect the uniqueness of the
Arab identity. “We can do too many
things similar to Westerners, speak
their language, or what they wear, but
Arabs have a unique taste and a com-
plex identity that deserves to be
reflected,” he explained. We want to
express ourselves and be proud of who
we are.”
Al-Sayed said many non-Arabs love to
buy their shirts and are interested to
know what the Arabic script means.
The shirts on display at the store grab
customers’ attention with designs
including words covering the subjects
of love, peace, Arabic poetry and prov-
erbs. Humor also plays a part, with
some slogans making puns on popular
global brands. One design, for exam-
ple, played on the “Hello Kitty” brand
with the words “Hala Kitty”, using the
Arabic word for “hello.”
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Smelling coffee

Starting your morning with a cup of Java has become an international tradi-
tion. The freshly brewed coffee aroma as one wakes up can energize the
brain’s endorphins causing the feeling of energy. For many a morning ritual
starts the day. My 70-year-old neighbor considers her coffee a “sip of life.”
Coffee has a long history and tradition from the origins of the coffee to the
manufacturing and trading worldwide. Some traced the origins of the cof-
fee bean from the African country of Ethiopia. An Ethiopian legend called
“Kaldi” points to examples of the effects of coffee bean on goats. The leg-
end claims that farm goats that ingested the beans seemed to have a height-
ened sense of energy causing them not to sleep as usual.

Evidence points to the origins of coffee bean cultivation began in the
region we now consider the Middle East in the 15th century. Some histori-
ans point to the cultivation and trading of coffee began in the Arab world
particularly Persia, Egypt, Syria and Turkey. Around the 16th century, trad-
ing expanded to areas like New Amsterdam. As coffee began to expand its
popularity around the world so did the interest to study the effects on the
human body.

Today several longitudinal studies contradict each other on the effects of
coffee, specifically the caffeine, on the human brain. Most studies identify
the positive and negative effects on the consumption of coffee. Some
research focus on the amount of coffee consumed and the time of day con-
sumed. Latest studies point to the positive effects of having two cups of
coffee a day to help lower cholesterol. This is in direct contradiction to past
studies that say any caffeine can alter the brain function to a more negative
effect. Historical studies point to caffeine as a quick energizer that is not
necessary a healthy effect.

The study of how coffee affects humans have found various outcomes from
weight loss, increased intelligence, improved memory and energy to an
addictive drug, increased cholesterol, and increased heart disease. None of
the studies has definitely concluded a general guide for all humans world-
wide. Many researchers point to different body types, different geographi-
cal regions, and their overall diet as an indicator that needs to be considered
when studying the effects of coffee. Some general guidelines that can be
considered for some people include the list below (be advised to consult
with your doctor).

Effects of moderate caffeine consumption may include but not limited to:
• Increased attention
• Better memory
• Decreased risk of heart disease
• Increased physical performance
• Lower the risk of Alzheimer and Parkinson
• Lower the risk of type II diabetes
• Limited amounts antioxidants

Other research guidelines include:

1. Limit coffee consumption: Avoid excessive intake of coffee as it
increases stress levels, causes insomnia, and prevents weight-loss.
2. Decrease sugar and cream in coffee to avoid extra calories. Substitution
with artificial sweetener and other forms of milk is advised.
3. Creative coffee beverages, like Frappuccino’s and mochas, can be a
deceptive drink as it usually has more calories than a full meal.
4. Drinking coffee after dinner each night may help stop the late night
sugar cravings.
5. Some recommend drinking a cup of water before coffee. The theory is
coffee can act as a diuretic.

After learning how coffee can affect your metabolism and your daily life
consider adjusting your consumption to better improve your health. In
addition, for the adventurous coffee consumers try Green Coffee. A clear
white-hot liquid claims to help weight loss.

In his 2012 show, Dr. Mehmet Oz said, “Magic is make-believe but this lit-
tle bean has scientists saying they’ve found weight loss cure for every-
body.” The green coffee bean, when turned into supplement, can burn fat
fast.

You have to choose wisely if you are concerned about weight because some
coffee drinks are more like deserts high in calories.

A cup of brewed coffee has only two calories, but if you dress up your cof-
fee gorgeously then you land up with extra calories, like heavy whip cream
will have 52 calories, table sugar 49, fat free milk 5 calories. It is important
to watch the intake when it comes to fat burning facts, see the product label
before ordering a brewed coffee.

Despite all the controversy over the effects of coffee, many enjoy a morn-
ing revelation with coffee because of its aromatic smell, bold flavor, and a
kick-start to the brain.
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Study: Your friends really are happier,
more popular than you

We like to blame Facebook
and Instagram for making
it seem as though all of our
friends lead cooler, more
sociable, more interesting
lives. But it turns out social
networks are not at fault:
Your friends really are
richer, happier and more
popular than you, accord-
ing to a depressing new
study from researchers in
Finland and France.

This little mobius strip of a phenomenon is called the “generalized friendship
paradox,” and at first glance it makes no sense. Everyone’s friends can’t be
richer and more popular - that would just escalate until everyone’s a socialite
billionaire.
The whole thing turns on averages, though. Most people have small numbers
of friends and, apparently, moderate levels of wealth and happiness. A few
people have buckets of friends and money and are (as a result?) wildly
happy. When you take the two groups together, the really obnoxiously lucky
people skew the numbers for the rest of us. Here’s how MIT’s Technology
Review explains the math:
“The paradox arises because numbers of friends people have are distributed
in a way that follows a power law rather than an ordinary linear relationship.
So most people have a few friends while a small number of people have lots
of friends.
“It’s this second small group that causes the paradox. People with lots of
friends are more likely to number among your friends in the first place. And
when they do, they significantly raise the average number of friends that your
friends have. That’s the reason that, on average, your friends have more
friends than you do.”
And this rule doesn’t just apply to friendship - other studies have shown that
your Twitter followers have more followers than you, and your sexual part-
ners have more partners than you’ve had. This latest study, by Young-Ho
Eom at the University of Toulouse and Hang-Hyun Jo at Aalto University in
Finland, centered on citations and coauthors in scientific journals. Essen-
tially, the “generalized friendship paradox” applies to all interpersonal net-
works, regardless of whether they’re set in real life or online.
So while it’s tempting to blame social media for what the New York Times
last month called “the agony of Instagram” - that peculiar mix of jealousy
and insecurity that accompanies any glimpse into other people’s glamorously
Hudson-ed lives - the evidence suggests that Instagram actually has little to
do with it. Whenever we interact with other people, we glimpse lives far
more glamorous than our own.
That’s not exactly a comforting thought, but it should assuage your anxiety
next time you scroll through your Facebook feed.

Europe launches RoboEarth:
‘Wikipedia for Robots’

Let the robot race begin.
Expectations are high for
RoboEarth, a new European-
funded system to speed the
development of human-
serving robots. Scientists
from five major European
technical universities have
gathered in the Netherlands
this week for its launch and
to demonstrate possible
applications.
The first: The deceptively
simple task of delivering a
glass of milk to a patient in a
mock-up hospital room.
The system is sometimes
billed as a kind of Wikipedia
for robots, allowing them —
or their programmers — to
turn to it for information. In a
demonstration Wednesday at
Eindhoven Technical Univer-
sity, RoboEarth wirelessly
instructed a scrappy waste
bin-sized robot called “Avi”
to scan a room’s physical lay-
out, including the location of
the patient’s bed and the

placement of a carton of milk on a table nearby.
Then the system activated a second robot, the more humanoid “Amigo,”
which used the map provided by Avi to locate the milk, grasp it with a pincer
hand and bring it to the side of the hospital bed. That mission accomplished,
he dropped it on the floor.
Fortunately, it was a test run and no milk was spilled. Amigo hasn’t been pro-
grammed for crying anyway.
The hospital exercise is just the beginning. Organizers say the tasks the
robots are carrying out are of a technological sophistication comparable to
those performed by high-end robots in automobile factories — they just look
clumsier because robots that interact with humans are not performing repeti-
tive tasks in the controlled, sanitized and predictable surroundings of a fac-
tory. The RoboEarth project was years in the making and received around 4
million euros ($5.4 million) in funding from the European Union for interre-
lated projects at technology conglomerate Royal Philips NV and universities
in the Netherlands, Germany, Spain and Switzerland.
Designers of robots can add information to the system, which is then shared
for free so that others don’t have to reinvent the electric wheel. For example,
if a robot maker wants to program a hand to grasp something, that’s difficult
to design. But the coding for three different ways to do it may be there for a
robot to plug into on RoboEarth.

But RoboEarth is more than an encyclopedia. It has a system of networked
computers that allow it to perform intensive computing tasks that smaller
computers — or in this case simpler robots — may not be able to. It also
allows individual robots to communicate between themselves, the so-called
RoboCloud of networked computers, and the robot database.
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US congratulates
Yemen on NDC 

conclusion

WASHINGTON, Jan. 25 (Saba)- The
United States urged Yemen on Satur-
day to complete its democratic transi-
tion by implementing constitutional
reform and holding national elections
down the road. 
"The United States congratulates the
people of Yemen on the conclusion of
their National Dialogue," State Depart-
ment deputy spokeswoman Marie Harf
said. 
"The debates, discussions and compro-
mises throughout the National Dia-
logue process are evidence of the will
of the Yemeni people to work together
constructively for the future of their
country". 
She went on to say that marked a criti-
cal milestone in the implementation of
the Gulf Cooperation Council Initia-
tive and was the result of the dedica-
tion of the Yemeni people to seeing
their democratic transition succeed. 
“The United States remains firmly
committed to supporting the Yemeni
people and the government, under the
leadership of President Hadi, as they
work to implement the National Dia-
logue recommendations and subse-
quent stages of the transition process,
including constitutional reform and
national elections. We encourage all
Yemenis to work in the spirit of com-
promise to advance stability, prosper-
ity and security now and for future
generations”. 
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2014 Audi SQ5, stepping up:
Motoramic Drives

By Alex Lloyd | Motoramic –Yahoo -  Audi’s S models have always stood for not
just a souped-up version of its everyday vehicles, but a stepping stone to its beefier
RS lineup. If you only know of its normal cars, the S variations seem potent, yet
time in the RS varieties makes one astutely aware that for the S editions, the engi-
neers have purposely left bits on the workbench.

But with the 2014 Audi SQ5, there is no RS to step up to. This, therefore, ranks as
the pinnacle of Audi's SUV lineup. Yet it leaves you dreaming of more.
First, the positives: While the SQ5 could be greater, for $52,795, it’s everything
it’s supposed to be. The interior remains first class – merely sporting a sprinkling
of additional plastics to satisfy stringent bean counters. And while its supercharged
V-6 does move with celerity, its 354 horses and 347 torques lack character. (I’ve
slipped back to the negatives again, haven’t I?)

To better understand the SQ5, Audi sent me to Durango, Colo., to experience a
drive through the snow-covered peaks around the San Juan Forest, over to the bar-
ren canyons of Gateway, nearing the border of Utah. The road was magnificent,
winding to over 11,000 ft., with sheer, barrierless cliffs plunging off the side. I was
glad to be in an SQ5. Had I have been in an R8, I fear I’d be writing this amidst
smoldering wreckage off Coal Bank Pass.
Featuring significant suspension changes from the base Q5, the SQ5 rides taught
and firm. If we were in Europe, we’d also be riding lower, but to appease truck
certification here in the U.S. (needed for emission credits), our SQ5 sports the
same height as the Q5. Adaptable air suspension would be preferable, however, as
the ride is too stiff for general cruising. But for the twisty 550-Highway looping
around the bear-ridden peaks, that stiffness was joyous. At 4,409 lbs., it is 400 lbs.
heavier than the 2.0-liter turbo Q5, albeit slightly lighter than the diesel variant.

But it doesn’t feel heavy. In fact, it feels nimble and agile, like Ray Rice. It’s well
balanced, on its toes and predictable. However, it pays to get the weight loaded
onto the outside tires initially on turn in, prior to cranking the lock. If you don’t, it
feels a little out of sorts until the shocks take ahold of the transferring mass. Once
set, the small SUV feels every bit as daring as its sedan counterparts, slicing
through dawdling sightseers with precision.
Hitting 60 mph from a stop in just 5.1 seconds means it’s fast, too – especially for
an SUV. The SQ5’s chief rival, the BMW X3 xDrive 35i, makes the run in 5.5 sec-
onds, and only boasts 300 hp. But it’s also around $7,000 cheaper. To me, how-
ever, the Audi looks better than the beastly Bimmer, which resembles an angry
beaver with a Napoleon complex. Still, the SQ5’s exterior is rather restrained, and
while featuring juicy rear tailpipes, there's few other modifications to separate it
from the now-familiar shape of the Q5. Was Dr. Rey not available?

Then there’s the sound: It’s smooth and soft, like Baileys. But it lacks gurgles,
braps and splutters. And that brings me back to the whole stepping stone dilemma.
For its price, the SQ5 is a good deal for a really great car. But what if you want
more?

Adding Audi’s twin-turbo V-8, opening up the exhaust, adding the visual equiva-
lent of stockings and high heels, and switching the excellent 8-speed Tiptronic
gearbox for the even more excellent S-tronic variant, and you’d have yourself a
true monster – an RS monster. And when blatting around the oxygen-starved
peaks, I couldn’t help but wish I were in that imaginary machine.
Audi claims the SQ5 is designed “without compromise” as a way for the family
man to gain practicality while retaining sportiness. Of course, it is compromised.
And I’m fine with that – but Audi, please make an RSQ5. That would be a seri-
ously kickass kidmobile, and it would be the one corner of the market where you
would face no entry from Mercedes' AMG assault.

With the U.S. being Audi’s biggest market for S models, the SQ5 should sell well.
And it deserves to sell well. It’s a restrained, controlled, typically German foray
into the sporty SUV segment, and it’s smartly done. Now, however, having authen-
ticated its work, Audi should ditch sensibility and let it all hang out. With fellow
VW Group sibling Porsche readying its small Macan SUV, it only makes sense.
While the SQ5 makes a great stepping stone, we need something to step to.
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Freedom” (

Suleiman the Magnificent re-conquers
Arab world and Balkans

By Acil Tabbara, Aleksandra Niksic – DUBAI - BELGRADE

Can a smash TV soap bring closure for historical wrongs and succour from
contemporary turmoil? Check out a Turkish series on the 16th-century Otto-
man monarch Suleiman the Magnificent.
From the Arab world to the Balkans, the story of the sultan's harem and his
romance with a Slav beauty has captivated nations that suffered under Otto-
mon domination.
"This series is a real phenomenon," said Khulud Abu Hommos, executive vice
president of the OSN network.
"The Magnificent Century" -- or "The Sultan's Harem" in its dubbed Arabic
version -- tells the tale of Suleiman and Roxelana, against a background of
palace intrigue at the peak of Ottoman power.
A sumptuous costume drama, more than 300 episodes have been aired so far
in what Abu Hommos said was "the highest ever watched drama show on
OSN" -- though she declined to give figures.
"It is also a kind of fairy tale, mixing romance with history," she said, but "it
has political relevance.
"In the Arab world where people are frustrated with the political situation, it
gives them pride in Muslim history -- it portrays Muslim leaders as just and
fair."
As for Michel Naufal, an expert on Arab-Turkish relations, fascination with
the Turkish series is the result of "a sort of reconciliation with the past".
"Abuses, repression and the Turkification of the Young Turks" linger on in the
memory from the final years of the Ottoman empire before its collapse in the
wake of World War I, he said.
But with the series, "people are rediscovering the good side of the Ottoman
empire, this federation before federalism, an empire where ethnic and relig-
ious communities co-existed," he said.
The story of a slave girl conquering the heart of one of the empire's most
famous sultans, of their marriage and a son lining up as successor, has held
Arab audiences spellbound for more than two years.
The elaborate sets and costumes have swept the fashion world in Arab coun-
tries.

"Women are buying apparel like those of actresses in the series and asking me
to imitate their hairstyles," said Maro Dheini who runs a hairdressing salon in
Dubai.
But photographs on Facebook of a glitzy Suleiman-themed party attended by
families close to President Bashar al-Assad in war-battered Syria have stirred
anger on social media.
Balkan countries struggled for almost 500 years for freedom from the Otto-
man empire, only to find themselves glued to television screens for Suleiman
the Magnificent's exploits.
From Albania in the south to Croatia in the north, the series often beats the
most popular Western or local shows in the ratings.
Both private and several state-run television stations have broadcast the series,
with regular re-runs.
In the tiny Adriatic state of Montenegro, ratings show that an average of
57,000 people, or around nine percent of the population, watch every episode.
"Viewers can identify with characters, cultural stereotypes... Hundreds of
years under Turkish rule mean that we here share similar values," said film
and TV critic Vuk Perovic.
In Croatia, the first territory in the Balkans freed from Turkish rule in the early
17th century, "The Magnificent Century" holds a 21 percent audience share.
Its popularity has boosted efforts to rebuild a 16th century wooden bridge
named after the famed sultan in the town of Osijek.
Suleiman's rule in Serbia was marked by the 1521 fall of Belgrade. Local his-
torians say the "ruthless" sultan forced more than 2,000 Serbian families to
work in Turkey. "In the show, the Turkish army's relations to the local popula-
tion is more subtle and benign, in discord with historic data," history professor
Ema Miljkovic said.
But viewers seem indifferent to such complaints, as audience figures show
that even on its third re-run, Suleiman commands a share of around 20 per-
cent.
And five books on Suleiman's adventures have sold tens of thousands of cop-
ies. Aficionados are organising a themed New Year's Eve party near the walls
of Belgrade's Kalemegdan fortress, which failed to stave off the sultan's occu-
pation of the city.
Two Albanian actors in supporting roles, Nik Xhelilaj and Amelda Abazi, only
add to the popularity of the Turkish series back home.
In Macedonia, communications professor Dona Kolar Panov said: "The show
is a popular topic to reflect on shared cultural traditions in the region, but also
to overcome the past marred with nationalism, political violence and wars, to
finally put to rest the Balkan ghosts.

" Sociologist Klime Babunski from Skopje also stressed cultural familiarity.
"We have all grown up with tales from the Ottoman empire era, either through
the education system or from folk tales," he said.
In Kosovo, scene of the Kosovo Polje battle where the Serbian kingdom was
defeated by invading Ottoman troops in 1389, the show has united ethnic
Albanians and the minority Serbs.

Although they watch it on different channels, subtitled in their
own languages, fans share their opinions on the Internet.
A magazine in the ethnically divided northern town of Kosovska
Mitrovica reported: "It's a quarter past eight in the evening.
Streets on both sides of the town are empty. Worshippers are
glued to the screens. Congratulations, Suleiman!"
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Working
for the Few" 

SANA’A’S ART HOUSE:
FULL OF TALENTS,
VOID OF TOURISTS

Having earned a reputation as a premier spot to
display local artists’ work, the Art House, in the
heart of Sana’a’s Old City, is now struggling to
attract visitors. Artists now search for alternative
venues to sell their pieces.

UNESCO suspends
Israel exhibition fol-
lowing Arab pressure

JERUSALEM - Israel's premier on
Sunday 1-19-2014 condemned a deci-
sion by the UN cultural agency to post-
pone an exhibit tracing 3,500 years of
ties between the Jewish people and
Israel, following pressure from Arab
countries.
UNESCO had said on Friday it was
postponing the exhibit after receiving a
letter from the 22-member Arab Group
which expressed concern it "could
impact negatively on the peace process
and current negotiations under way in
the Middle East." But Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu denied the exhibit
would damage talks with the Palestin-
ians, which began in July but have
shown little sign of progress.
"It would not harm the negotiations.
Negotiations are based on facts, on the
truth, which is never harmful," Netan-
yahu told ministers at the beginning of
the weekly cabinet meeting.
Netanyahu countered that what had
harmed the talks were European moves
to summon Israeli ambassadors over
recent settlement announcements, refer-
ring to the construction tenders as
"matters of no substance," while ignor-
ing "significant violations" by the Pal-
estinians.On Thursday, Israeli ambassa-
dors in London, Rome, Paris and
Madrid were called in for explanations
in a move Netanyahu slammed as
"hypocritical."
"The one-sided approach toward Israel
does not advance peace -- it pushes
peace further away," he said.
The exhibition, "The 3,500 Year Rela-
tionship of the Jewish People to the
Holy Land," was due to open Tuesday
at UNESCO's headquarters in Paris.
Israel's relations with UNESCO have
been at a major low since October 2011
when the Palestinians were admitted to
the organisation as a full member.
In response, Israel and Washington cut
funding to UNESCO, sparking a major
financial crisis at the agency and put-
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